2000 mercury cougar wont start

Yes could be the Anti theft. You can try to remove positive cable from battery and turn the key
to start for one minute. Reconnect battery, this may reset your alarm depending on the problem.
GuruGSFJ7 answered 6 months ago. If the battery was off of the car for some period of time or a
dead battery long enough for the internal memory on the computer to die. That will also cause
the car to go into theft mode You will have to get the computer reprogrammed call pop a lock
and their guys have the program to install soft ware are you an buy the program but it's quite
expensive. I noticed that my car is using up more gas sometimes. I don't know a whole lot of the
transmission so if anyone would have any info it would really he I don't want to change a bunch
of things on the car like solenoid, starter etc. The battery is fine. Someone said there are little
cogs and when it doesn't star I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed
by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered
reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content
will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Mercury
Cougar question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Mercury Cougar Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. I still cant figure out how to fix this Mercury Cougar. I have
replaced the Fuel Pump, Fuel Filter, Water Pump, Spark Plugs, Ignition Cables, Cleaned out the
intake manifold, lower intake manifold, ive checked all 6 fuel injectors, and all 6 are spraying, I
have checked all 6 spark plugs and all 6 are sparking. I have replaced the Idle Air Control Valve,
and the Air Filter is clean, the mass air flow sensor makes no difference when I unplug it or
when its plugged in. The only time the car will "start" is when the intake manifold is not sealed
to the engine. If its not secured to the throttle body the car will start pop a few times misfire and
turn off. You can maintain the car running if you press int the gas at this time but if you press
the intake manifold down, the car will die down regardless of pressing the gas. Let me know if
you can think of anything It has a Cold Air Intake Does that make a difference as to spraying
that starter stuff into it or not? Try Spraying starting fluid into the Air filter For about 10 minutes
trying to start it and the Car should start fine crank the car over after you spray starting fluid
and it will take about 10 minutes and then the car should start without the starting fluid. The
intake doesnt make any difference the cold air intake should still help the car start by spraying
starting fluid in the air filter and if it does not start than i say You may be able to get it started By
Checking and seeing to make sure that the mass air flow sensor is plugged in and also make
sure that there is not a problem with the timing solenoid but i Cant find a problem everything
that you say makes it sound like it should start. I had a very similar problem with my 99 cougar,
only ine would start for a second then stall out I really think that you need to check the throttle
position sensor, i was amazed at how much this sensor actually effects the engine, on mine
when it went bad, i could unplug the bad one and get the car to run, but not right Oh one last
thing,. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Gerard Depardieu
charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help.
FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive.
Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. State tax changes could mean bigger
refunds for some. Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Update: It has a Cold Air Intake
Answer Save. Try Spraying starting fluid into the Air filter For about 10 minutes trying to start it
and the Car should start fine crank the car over after you spray starting fluid and it will take
about 10 minutes and then the car should start without the starting fluid EDIT: The intake
doesnt make any difference the cold air intake should still help the car start by spraying starting
fluid in the air filter and if it does not start than i say You may be able to get it started By
Checking and seeing to make sure that the mass air flow sensor is plugged in and also make
sure that there is not a problem with the timing solenoid but i Cant find a problem everything
that you say makes it sound like it should start. Still have questions? Get your answers by
asking now. Changed the connectors and it is a hit or miss on starting. Fuel pressure was
checked and it is good. Do you. When you turn the key to the on position without cranking the
engine over can you hear the fuel pump run in the tank for 5 seconds? Was this answer. Yes the
starter enguages. It sounds like it wants to start but just won't. It keeps turning but last night I
went outside and it started right up. It does have and ignition kill switch on it so I am not sure if
that has anything to do with it or not. The altenator is new and I went to O'Reilys and they tested
the starter, battery, and altinator and it all tested good. It just seems odd to me that when it does
not want to fully kick in I mess with the positive battery cable and it starts. Also when I am
driviing it when I get it to start it seems like it wants to cut off on me but only sometimes and I
give it gas and it seems ok. Like I said though my neighbor tested the pressure for fuel line and
it has really good pressure. Are you sure the battery terminals are clean and tight, free of
corrosion? Just recently changed the engine got the wiring harness back in and all, changed

the crank, and cam, position sensor, can smell fuel, but not getting any spark checked for spark
at the coil pack, nothing, checked the grounds, they are all clean. So I dont know what to do
now Was this answer. Check the fuses underhood an dthe pcm relay first. If that isn't the
problem there is an ignition relay in the central junction box under the dash. Then get back an
dlet us know what size motor it is. Of course this is assuming it's the stock hookup going back
into the car. Engine problem Mercury Cougar 6 cyl Wheel Drive Type unknown Automatic miles
Hi, I was recently driving my cougar and all of a sudden my water pump belt snapped. I replaced
the belt but now the car wont start at all. I triied to jump it but still nothing. What could be the
problem? It may have jumped time, first check for bright blue sparks at each cylinder, and fuel
pressure, if those are both good you can try a compression test to check the compression to
see if it jumped time. Now it wont turnover at all. First, is your "Check Engine" light on? If so,
then begin by having the computer scanned for codes. This will point you in the right direction.
Though there's more than one cause for your symptom, this sounds like a faulty fuel pump. And
this won't necessarily give you a code in the computer. However, test the pump before you just
replace it. You'll need a pressure gauge and proper fitting. Plug it into the fuel rail on your
engine and turn the key to the "On" position but don't start the engine. You should get a reading
of psi. You'll have to narrow that down. Occasionally it doesn't start. Fuel pump working. Runs
fine when it starts. Are there any common denominators with other cougars, no other
symptoms. Sometimes you shut it off wont start back up but maybe 2 to 3 hours later it will start
sometimes it will sit a week or to and go back to it, it will start and run fine Was this answer.
Check under the hood in the relay box. There, you should find an EEC relay. When the car
doesn't start, switch it with another relay from the box with the same part number and see if it
starts. Cranks but no start. Fuel pump was not kicking on so I bought just fuel pump and
replaced it. Now I hear fuel pump but still no start. Check compression and all are between
besides number three it has I do not know of that bad but not sure if I should wait a little time to
retry test or what. Do you have spark? I have spark. I used a spark plug and a screwdriver and I
seen it arc. I have fuel to the fuel rail, but it does not seem to b firing from injectors. I sprayed
starting fluid in air cleaner and tried to start but kept shutting off. Nice work. It sounds like it can
be a crankshaft or camshaft angle sensor that has gone out. Can we run the codes to see what
comes up? Cheers, Ken Was this answer. No codes came up and I replace the crankshaft potion
sensor. I did not replace the camshaft sensor yet. But it does not have injector pulse. It sounds
like you have an ignition or PCM power relay that is not working. Here is a guide and diagrams
for the engine wiring and the fuse and relay locations so we can get the car fixed. They call the
PCM relay engine management. We are interested to see what it is. Cheers, Ken Images Click to
enlarge. Getting fuel and spark but will not start. If we are getting fuel and spark but it will not
start, we need to check compression and then circle back to fuel and spark. You need fuel,
spark, and com
cadillac deville 1992
jaguar forums xk8
hydraulic solenoid valve wiring diagram
pression to start an engine. This could be caused by cranking the engine with it not starting
and it spraying fuel. Basically this fouls the plugs and the engine will not start. Let me know this
info and we can go from there. Thanks Was this answer. My daughter wrecked her Cougar last
week. She went in the ditch and ended up on the passenger side. Front fender is damaged but
we can't get it to start. Found the reset for the fuel pump and it carnks over but won't fire. All
fuses are good, no lights are showing a problem what else could be wrong? Is there another
reset? We paid 3 months ago. Any help please Was this answer. Please login or register to post
a reply. Related Engine Not Running Content. How to fix an engine not starting running.
Observing lights and sounds when the engine is not starting is essential, these steps can give
you a direction to proceed which are listed in order of difficulty. Engine Not Running? No Noise;
Nothing. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

